The aim of this paper is to explore the possibility of approximating the Ferguson-Dirichlet prior and the distributions of its random functionals through the simulation of random probability measures. The proposed procedure is based on the constructive de nition illustrated in Sethuraman (1994) in conjunction with the use of a random stopping rule. This allows to set in advance the closeness to the distributions of interest. The distribution of the stopping rule is derived and the practicability of the simulating procedure is discussed. Su cient conditions for convergence of random functionals are provided. The numerical applications provided just sketch the idea of the variety of nonparametric procedures that can be easily and safely implemented in a proper Bayesian setting.
Introduction
Dirichlet processes form a class of distributions of a random probability measures P on a probability space (X; B(X)). They have been introduced by Ferguson (1973) . In the literature substantial e orts have been devoted to deriving the distribution of functionals of the random P. Some results have been obtained in the case of quantiles (Ferguson, 1973) and linear functionals (Hannum, Hollander and Langberg, 1981; Yamato, 1984; Regazzini, 1990, 1993; Diaconis and Kemperman, 1995) . Cifarelli and Corielli (1995) extend previous results to more general functionals (e.g. the variance). In some special cases the density can be expressed in closed form. In general, however, the distributions of the random functionals are derived through integral transforms which are di cult to use. To overcome these di culties and explore other functionals, it is natural to investigate methods for approximating such distributions. To this purpose Secchi (1994, 1995) suggested a bootstrap procedure, called \proper Bayesian bootstrap".
The aim of this paper is to introduce a di erent method based on a randomly stopped procedure. Doss (1994) presents a similar idea to generate an observation from the random probability measure. He uses his technique in order to implement a Markov chain successive substitution method for approximating the distribution of some functionals in the presence of censored data.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, after some preliminaries, we present Sethuraman's contruction of the Dirichlet prior. The randomly stopped procedure is introduced in section 3 and the properties of the stopping rule are derived in section 4 . In section 5 we analyze the classes of functionals whose distributions can be approximated with our method and discuss some properties. Numerical applications are illustrated in section 6. In section 7 we close with some comments and remarks.
Preliminaries and Sethuraman's construction of the Ferguson-Dirichlet distribution
Let (S; d) be a complete separable metric space. We denote with B(S) the Borel -eld of subsets of S and with P(S) the space of all probability measures on (S; B(S)). By endowing P(S) with the topology of weak convergence and using a suitable compatible distance, the space becomes metric, separable and complete (Prohorov, 1956) . To this end we consider the Prohorov metric between two probability measures Q 1 and Q 2 in P(S) de (1) for all Borel measurable B, where the superscript c denotes complementation.
In the following, X will be the space of observations to be assumed complete separable and metric. We consider the random probability measure introduced by Ferguson (1973) whose distribution is usually known as Dirichlet process. If ( ) is a non-null nite measure on (X; B(X)), the random element P 2 P(X) is said to have Ferguson-Dirichlet distribution with measure-valued parameter if, for any integer k 2 and every Borel measurable partition B 1 ; :::; B k of X, the distribution of (P(B 1 ); :::; P(B k )) is a Dirichlet distribution with parameters ( (B 1 ); :::; (B k )).
We are interested in random probability measures on (X; B(X)) thought of as measurable maps from a probability space ( ; F; q) into (P(X); B(P(X))).
In a recent paper, Sethuraman (1994) introduces a constructive de nition of a random probability measure that has the Ferguson-Dirichlet distribution. He shows the existence of a suitable probability space ( ; F; q) sup The random probability is de ned as follows:
where s ( ) denotes the probability measure degenerate at s and p 1 (!) = 1 (!); p i (!) = i (!) (1 ? i?1 (!)) :::: (1 ? 1 (!)) 8j 2: 3 The "-Dirichlet distribution: a randomly stopped construction From the constructive approach described in section 2, it is immediate to note that simulating a random measure P with Ferguson-Dirichlet distribution of parameter requires the simulation of an in nite number of random variables. To avoid that, it seems natural to construct a new random probability measures whose distribution approximates, in some sense to be speci ed later, the Ferguson-Dirichlet distribution. Our proposal is based on stopping the series in (2) at a random number of terms, assigning the remaining probability mass to a random point in X chosen independently according to .
De nition 1. For any " 2 (0; 1), an "-Dirichlet random probability is de ned by the following measurable map:
where
and Y 0 (!) is a random variable on (X; B(X)) with distribution , independent of the vector ( ; Y).
In the de nition above we have exploited the fact that the space ( ; F; q)
can be made rich enough to support all the independent random variables in ( ; Y;Y 0 ) so that the random probability measures P ! ( ) and P ! " ( ) can be de ned from a common probability space. The measurability of the stopping index n ! " and hence of the the map P " is easily checked. Remark 1. The construction in De nition 1 guarantees that
on a set of q-probability 1, where d v (Q 1 ; Q 2 ) = supfjQ 1 (B) ? Q 2 (B)j; B 2 B(X)g denotes the total variation distance between Q 1 and Q 2 2 P(X). From the de nitions of the two metrics it is easy to derive that
For notational simplicity, we will suppress throughout the superscript !, and we will refer to P " as an "-Dirichlet random probability of parameter and we will call its distribution on the space P(P(X)) the "-Dirichlet distribution.
The following lemma shows the closeness in the Prohorov distance between the "-Dirichlet and the Ferguson-Dirichlet distributions.
Lemma 2. Let q P and q P" be the probability measures in P(P(X)) induced by the measurable maps P and P " . Then for any " 2 (0; 1) d p (q P ; q P" ) ":
Proof: For any A 2 B(P(X)) the distributions of the random probabilities are induced by q P (A) = q(P 2 A) q P" (A) = q(P " 2 A):
So, from (3) and (4) it follows that, with q-probability 1, we have d p (P " ; P) "; (5) from which we derive the following inequalities: q P (A) = q(P 2 A) q(P " 2 A " ) = q P" (A " ) (6) q P (A c ) = q(P 2 A c ) q(P " 2 (A c ) " ) = q P" ((A c ) " ) q P (A) = q(P 2 A) q(P " 2 ((A c ) " ) c ) = q P" (((A c ) " ) c ):
Now from (6) and (7) we get q P" (((A c ) " ) c ) q P (A) q P" (A " ) and hence q P" (((A c ) " ) c ) ? " q P (A) q P" (A " ) + ": Using (1) the result follows. } Remark 2. The relevance of the Lemma 2 does not lie in the fact that it guarantees the weak corvergence of q P" n to q P for any sequence " n # 0; " 1 < 1 (this would immediately follow from (3)), but in showing how the proposed procedure can x in advance the closeness between the two distributions. This appealing feature can also be extended to the distributions of several random functionals of interest (see section 5). The usefulness of the construction will be re-emphasized later in proving the convergence of the distributions of functionals, for broad classes of functionals. contains the class of all Ferguson-Dirichlet distributions it is immediate to conclude that the class of all nite mixtures of "-Dirichlet distributions is dense in the space (P(P(X))). These facts would allow, in principle, to produce random probabilities whose distribution approximates any distribution on the space (P(P(X))) and hence it prospects a wide range of possible applications for the "-Dirichlet probabilities. Also, it can be used to pursue inference for mixture models when the mixing distribution is a Ferguson-Dirichlet probability. These aspects are current matter of investigation in a forthcoming paper. 4 The stopping rule
In the de nition of the "-Dirichlet random probability the role of the stopping time n ! " is to allow generating a random probability as close as one wants (in total variation distance) to the target Ferguson-Dirichlet. Of course to evaluate the practicability of the procedure we need to consider the distribution of n ! " . In this section, we derive this distribution and discuss some consequences for the applications. De ning
(1 ? i (!)); the de nition of n ! " can be rewritten as n ! " = inffm 2 IN : R ! m < "g = inffm 2 IN : log R ! m < log "g:
We can then prove the following.
Lemma 3. The distribution of the stopping time n ! " is Poisson of parameter = ?M log ". Proof: From standard results on the logarithmic tranformation of a beta distribution, the quantity ? log R ! m is a sum of m independent exponential random variables with exponential distribution of mean parameter M. Then n ! " is the number of arrivals in a Poisson process of rate M at a time ? log ". } Remark 4. The lemma above shows how the computational burden of drawing from an "-Dirichlet distribution is related to the precision parameter " and the total mass parameter M. In fact we have E(n " ) = V ar(n " ) = ?M log ":
This result makes it possible to control the closeness between the FergusonDirichlet distribution and "-Dirichlet distribution without increasing too fast the average number of beta random draws involved in the de nition 1. The computational e ort of sampling from an "-Dirichlet is a ected in a more relevant way by M. However, for very large M, we can approximate the Dirichlet distribution exploiting the fact that, when M ! 1, the FergusonDirichlet distribution tends to degenerate on (Doksum, 1974; Ferguson, 1974) . Also when M ! 0 the limit Ferguson-Dirichlet distributions produces a degenerate probability at a random point according to . In both limiting cases, the distribution of the random functional can be easily obtained.
Convergence of random functionals
The next lemma gives su cient conditions on typical functionals of interest for convergence. In particular we will consider the following types of functionals: 2) T h (P "n ) p ! T h (P) , if T h (P) < 1 with q-probability 1;
3) T z (P "n ) u ! T z (P), if the support of the measure is X = (a; b).
Proof: 1) Immediate consequence of remark 1.
2) From having de ned the random probabilities P and P " on a common probability space ( ; F; q), the functionals can be written as:
Taking the di erence we obtain T h (P) ? T h (P " ) = r " where we have denoted p n"+1 = p n"+1 r " = n"+1 p n"+j = p n"+j r "
= n"+j (1 ? n"+j?1 ) :::: (1 ? n"+1 ) 8j 2:
, from Sethuraman's construction we note that the distribution of T is independent of n " and coincides with the distribution of T h (P). Finally, for any > 0, we get q jT h (P "n ) ? T h (P)j > = E q r "n j T ?h(Y 0 )j > j 1 ::: n" = = E " q j T ?h(Y 0 )j > r "n j 1 ::: n"
Hence 2) follows from the fact that the random variable T h (P) is nite with q-probability 1 and, by de nition of n " , we have " n # 0 =) =r "n " 1:
3) From the de nition of the z-quantile, for any t 2 (a; b) the distributions of the random quantile are given by q(T z (P "n ) t) = q(P "n ((a; t]) z) (8) q(T z (P) t) = q(P((a; t]) z): (9) From the de nition of the Ferguson-Dirichlet distribution and the hypothesis that the support of is (a; b) it follows that So, since (3) implies that the random variables P "n ((a; t]) converge weakly to P((a; t]), we can conclude, for all t 2 (a; b), the point-wise convergence of (8) to (9) and hence the result. } Remark 5. Result 1) gives a strong convergence result for continuous functionals. We could relax the continuity of the functional into q P -continuity, and easily get a weaker type of convergence. In fact, from the weak convergence of q P" n to q P and the continuous mapping theorem (Billingsley, 1968) , the weak convergence of T(P "n ) to T(P) follows immediately.
Remark 6. Result 2) ensures convergence in probability of functionals that can be expressed as a continuous function of linear functionals.
Applications
In this section we rst illustrate the fundamental steps needed to approximate the distribution of a random functional by sampling an adequate number of "-Dirichlet random probabilities. We then give numerical results. For comparison purpose, we examine some special situations in which the distribution of the random functional (and its density) is available analytically and tractable.
Usually the analytic form of the distribution is written in terms of integral transforms whose inversion is involved and may require the use of other numerical approximations. Finally we explore some statistical applications that involve random functionals whose distribution is not available analytically.
Consider a sequence fX n g of exchangeable real random variables. De
Finetti's representation theorem guarantees the existence of a random probability P, conditionally on which fX n g are independent and identically distributed according to P. If P has a Ferguson-Dirichlet distribution of measurevalued parameter ( ), the conditional distribution of P given X 1 ; :::; X n is again Ferguson-Dirichlet with parameter ( ) + P n i=1 X i ( ). Thus the proposed procedure can also be used for approximating the posterior distribution of functionals.
The result in section 5 gives the theoretical foundation of our approximation procedure. We sample independently a random probability P " whose distribution is close to the desired one in the Prohorov distance. In several cases, it is also possible to bound in advance the distance between the distributions of the corresponding random functionals.
The main steps for approximating the distribution of the random functional T(P ! ), where P has Ferguson-Dirichlet distribution of parameter , are:
(a) generate a random draw P ! " from an "-Dirichlet random probability with parameter ; (b) evaluate the functional T(P ! " ); (c) repeat (a) and (b) s times and approximate the distribution of T(P) by the empirical distribution function of the s draws of T(P " ).
We emphasize that a random draw of an "-Dirichlet probability is easy to implement and requires only n " independent beta variates and a corresponding number of draws from . Lemma 3 allows to evaluate the average e ort needed In Figure 1a we compare this density with the histogram obtained by drawing s = 5000 independent "-Dirichlet random probabilities (" = 10 ?6 ) and recording the corresponding values of the functional. In this case it is easily shown that q-almost surely the random functionals T(P) and T(P " ) can di er at most by " and hence the Prohorov distance between the distribution of T(P) and T(P " ) is bounded by ".
Let us assume now that we have observed a sample from the random probability P. For Example 2. Quantile functional: This is again an example in which the distribution of the random functional can be derived analytically (see Ferguson, 1973) . In Figure 2 we show a comparison between the approximating and true cdf's of the 0.95-quantile of a random probability with FergusonDirichlet distribution with Cauchy(0; 1).
Example 3. Variance functional: From Remark 6 it follows that a strong form of convergence (in probability) can be guaranteed for the variance functional of a Ferguson-Dirichlet random probability. An explicit expression for the generalized Stieltjes transform has been recently derived in Cifarelli and Corielli (1995) . However, the inversion of that transform doesn't seem an easy task. In Figure 3 , we display the approximation of such a distribution for di erent choices of the parameter . For illustration we used three di erent measures: uniform, bell-shaped and U-shaped betas. As in the case of the mean functional, it is possible to control the closeness of the true and approximating distributions. From the compactness of X = 0; 1] we have that jV ar(P " ) ? V ar(P)j 8": As a consequence, the cdf of V ar(P) will be in an 8"-neighborhood of the cdf of V ar(P " ) in the Levy-Prohorov metric. they obtain a Bayesian nonparametric estimate of based on a FergusonDirichlet prior under squared error loss. Again this is another functional for which the closeness between the approximating distribution and the true one can be guaranteed to be less than 2" in the Prohorov metric. With the simulation approach we are able not only to approximate the the whole distribution of the coe cient (while Dalal and Phadia dealt just with the posterior expectation), but also to approximate the distribution of the normalized coe cient i.e.
(P) = (P)= (H P );
where H P is the probability measure corresponding to the maximum concordance (or discordance when (P) < 0) in the Frechet class with margins given As prior parameter they choose a bivariate normal with independent components and equal means 40.4 and equal variances 58.3. We can display in Figure 4 the approximation of the whole posterior distribution of (P) based on "-Dirichlet random draws with " = 10 ?3 . We also report the posterior mean and the posterior probability of the set f (P) > 0g. Some discrepancies are recorded between the distributions of the normalized versus the unnormalized coe cient. These discrepancies would be more substantial with a smaller sample size. We also note that when we consider total mass parameters M The di culties in dealing with hypothesis testing by using Dirichlet priors was mentioned in Ferguson (1973) . Nonetheless Susarla and Phadia (1976) showed how to test H 0 : F F 0 in an empirical Bayesian fashion. Ruggeri (1994) derived a robust Bayes procedure and showed that the criterion based on the Kolmogorov distance used in the classical nonparametric inference for the one-sided hypothesis can be regarded as limit of a proper Bayes testing procedure. We want to fully exploit our initial information in testing the hypothesis that the unknown distribution is close to F 0 . We consider two di erent loss functions based on two di erent distances between distribution here is in a proper Bayesian setting and requires the distribution of the random functionals T dis and T kol . Again, it is immediate to check that both random functionals evaluated at corresponding Ferguson-Dirichlet or "-Dirichlet random probabilities (or cdf's) can di er by most 2". Analogously we could approximate the distributions of losses corresponding to the Bayes procedure in the decision context of Susarla and Phadia (1976) and Ruggeri (1994 between probabilies that are easy to compute and weaker than the variational distance (e.g. Levy distance).
We give a numerical illustration taking X = 0; 1], the Lebesgue measure for = F 0 and di erent M 0 s, as measures of strength of prior belief on = F 0 . We compare the prior distributions of the two di erent functionals with the posteriors deriving from 10 observations simulated i.i.d. from a distribution F B(1:1; 1:3). The expected losses corresponding to a 1 { i.e. the probability that the random F is in a D-dissimilarity neighborhood (or K-Kolmogorov) of F 0 { are tabulated in table 2. We will take action a 0 when the expected loss for a 0 is less than the expected loss for a 1 , that is when E L j (F; a 1 )] > 0:5. For the case M = 10, the prior and posterior distributions of the distance functionals are displayed in Figure 5 .
Remark 7. Simulations in all the examples were implemented with a simple code in the S language, without paying any particular attention to time saving aspects. The time depended of course on the functional. For the rst three examples it took few minutes on an AlphaStation 250 4/266. Kendall's was the most demanding case; for M = 4 it took 95 minutes of CPU time.
Conclusions and comments
In a Bayesian nonparametric setting, deriving the distributions of random functionals from a Ferguson-Dirichlet prior (or mixture of Dirichlet priors) is not an easy task. Even when analytic results exist, they are usually di cult to handle because the distributions are typically obtained in terms of integral transforms (generalized Stieltjes transform, Hilbert transform). When such di culties arise or analytic results are not available at all, the problem can be approached through an approximation technique based on simulating easy-togenerate random probability measures. In this paper we propose the use of the "-Dirichlet random probability. The choice comes in a natural way from Sethuraman's constructive de nition of the Ferguson-Dirichlet prior. After illustrating the theoretical premises for how close the "-Dirichlet can approximate the Ferguson-Dirichlet prior, we derive results ensuring convergence of distributions of random functionals together with a result (Lemma 3) that allows to assess the feasibility of the proposed procedure. In the numerical examples we rstly check the behaviour of the approximations in cases where the distributions of the random functionals are known. Then we explore situations in which analytic results are not available or, wherever available, are di cult to use.
Easy-to-implement approximation techniques in these cases can give a great impulse to di using the use of proper Bayesian nonparametric analyses. In the last two examples we show how one can easily work out a test for distributional hypotheses taking into account some available prior information. In remark 3 we just sketch possible powerful extensions of the method here proposed when dealing with mixtures of Ferguson-Dirichlet priors or mixture models with Ferguson-Dirichlet mixing. These extensions deserve a deeper consideration and form the basis of a companion paper, in preparation.
